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Abstract
Given a computable probability measure P over natural numbers or infinite binary sequences,
there is no method that can produce an arbitrarily large sample such that all its members
are typical of P . This paper also contains upper bounds on the minimal encoding length of
a predicate (over the set of natural numbers) consistent with another predicate over a finite
domain.
1 Introduction
We use the concept of the mutual information of a number b with the halting sequence H,
the characteristic sequence of the domain of a universal Turing machine. We call exotic num-
bers (and any object they encode) that have high mutual information with H. Assuming the
independence postulate [Lev02], there is no method to generate exotic numbers.
In many areas, one needs to obtain numbers b ∈ N that are “typical” with respect to a
computable measure P over N. Being typical with respect to P means having a small deficiency
of randomness, d(b|P )
def
= ‖P (b)‖−K(b). Atypical elements b with large d(b|P )≫ 0 have extra
regularities that allow them to be compressed to length K(b), which is much less than ‖P (b)‖.
With a little luck, it is not difficult to produce elements b with d(b|P ) ≈ 0, or small sets of such
elements. However, this paper shows that only exotic samples D ⊂ N of large size ‖D‖ = 2n
have all elements b∈ D typical of P , with d(b|P ) = o(n).
This paper contains upper bounds on the minimal encoding length of a predicate (over the
set N of natural numbers) consistent with a predicate γ over a finite domain D ⊂ N. For
non-exotic predicates γ, the least encoding length of a complete predicate consistent with γ is
close to the size of D. This is in contrast with the existence of predicates with 2-point domains
and arbitrary high minimum complexity of complete predicates consistent with them. Thus the
minimal complexity of a non-exotic complete extension of γ is small whereas the complexity of
encoding all the pairs 〈b, γ(b)〉 of γ could be much larger due to unlimited bit length of b.
One of the issues in the application of Algorithmic Information Theory is the uncomputability
of Kolmogorov complexity. There does not even exist an algorithm that computes any non-
constant lower bound of K. We show that every encoding of 2n unique pairs 〈b,K(b)〉 has more
than ∼n bits of mutual information with the halting sequence H. Thus, all such large sets are
exotic.
2 Related Work
This paper is an excerpt of my thesis under the advisorship of Leonid A. Levin. The study of
Kolmogorov complexity originated from the work of [Kol65]. The canonical self-delimiting form
of Kolmogorov complexity was introduced in [ZL70] and treated later in [Cha75]. The universal
probability m relies on intuition similar to that of [Sol64]. More information about the history
of the concepts used in this paper can be found the textbook [LV08].
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Information conservation laws were introduced and studied in [Lev74, Lev84]. Information
asymmetry and the complexity of complexity were studied in [G7´5]. A history of the origin of
the mutual information of a string with the halting sequence can be found in [VV04b].
The notion of the deficiency of randomness with respect to a measure follows from the work
of [She83], and also studied in [KU87, V’Y87, She99]. At a Tallinn conference in 1973, Kol-
mogorov formulated notion of a two part code and introduced the structure function (see [VV04b]
for more details). Related aspects involving stochastic objects were studied in [She83, She99,
V’Y87, V’Y99].
The combination of complexity with distortion balls can be seen in [FLV06]. The work
of Kolmogorov and the modelling of individual strings using a two-part code was expanded
upon in [VV04b, GTV01]. These works introduced the notion of using the prefix of a “border”
sequence to define a universal algorithmic sufficient statistic of strings. The generalization and
synthesis of this work and the development of algorithmic rate distortion theory can be seen in
the works of [VV04a, VV10]. The work in [EB11] introduced a variant of theorem 6 in [VV04a].
This led to the results in [EL11], which states that all non-exotic sets have simple members.
This paper extends the work in [EL11] to deficiencies of randomness. The first game theoretic
proof to the results of [EL11] can be found in [She12].
3 Conventions and Context
Let R, Q, N, Σ be the set of reals, rationals, natural numbers, and bits {0, 1}. Let X≥0 and
X>0 be the sets of non-negative and of positive elements of X . [A]
def
= 1 if statement A holds,
else [A]
def
= 0. 1A(x)
def
= [x∈A]. The set of finite bit-strings is denoted by Σ∗. When it is clear
from the context, we will use natural numbers and other finite objects interchangeably with
their binary representations. The empty string is ∅. For x ∈ Σ∗, (x0)−=(x1)−
def
= x. The set
of all infinite binary sequences is denoted by Σ∞. Σ∗∞
def
= Σ∗ ∪Σ∞. For x ∈ Σ∗∞, y ∈ Σ∗∞, we
say x ⊑ y iff x = y or x ∈ Σ∗ and y = xz for some z ∈ Σ∗∞. The ith bit of α ∈ Σ∗∞ is denoted
αi, and its n bit prefix is denoted α≤n. For x ∈ Σ∗, Γx ⊆ Σ∞ represents the set of all infinite
strings α ∈ Σ∞ where x ⊑ α. Thus Σ∞ is a Cantor space and the set of intervals, {Γx :x ∈ Σ∗},
is a binary topological basis for Σ∞. For compact sets Z of infinite strings, Z≤n
def
= {α≤n :α∈Z}
and Z<∞
def
=
⋃
n∈N Z≤n.
〈x〉 ∈ Σ∗ for x ∈ Σ∗ is the self-delimiting code that doubles every bit of x and changes
the last bit of the result. The encoding of a finite set {xn}mn=1 of strings is defined to be
〈{x1, . . . , xm}〉
def
= 〈m〉〈x1〉 . . . 〈xm〉, also denoted 〈x1, . . . , xm〉. 〈x, α〉
def
= 〈x〉α for x ∈ Σ∗ and
α ∈ Σ∞. 〈α, β〉
def
= α1β1α2β2α3β3 . . . for α, β ∈ Σ∞. DΣ∗
def
= {xy : x∈D, y ∈ Σ∗}. The bit
length of a string x is ‖x‖. ‖D‖ is the number of elements of the set D, (not to be confused
with ‖〈D〉‖). For a ∈ R> 0, ‖a‖
def
= ⌈| log a|⌉.
For positive real functions f , by ≺f , ≻f , ≍f , and .f , &f , ∼f we denote ≤ f+O(1),
≥ f−O(1), = f±O(1) and ≤ f+O(‖f+1‖), ≥f −O(‖f+1‖), = f±O(‖f+1‖), respectively. The
term Dom(F ) is the domain of F . 〈F 〉
def
= 〈{〈x, F (x)〉}〉 if x, F (x)∈N and ‖Dom(F )‖<∞.
〈F 〉
def
= 〈i〉 for functions F given by algorithms with Turing machine program i. F (x)
def
= ⊥
iff program i does not halt on input x. A predicate is a function with the range Σ and a do-
main of either N or a finite subset of N. We say predicate λ extends predicate γ, λ ⊇ γ, iff
Dom(γ) ⊆ Dom(λ) and γ(i) = λ(i) for i ∈ Dom(γ). γ ∪λ denotes the union of predicates γ and
λ consistent on the intersection of their domains.
Measures P ∈M (X) on a locally compact space X are linear functionals on the space C(X)
of continuous functions f : X → R with compact support (i.e. the closure of X − f−1(0)).
P is non-negative (i.e. P ∈M (X)+) iff it is non-negative on C(X)+. P is probabilistic (i.e.
P ∈P(X)) iff it is normalized (P (1)= 1) and non-negative. P is extended to a larger class
of functions in the standard way. f : X→R≥0 is a P -test iff P (f) ≤ 1. P (D)
def
= P (1D) for
D⊆X . When X = Σ∞, P (Γ∅) = 1 and P (Γx) = P (Γx0) + P (Γx1) for all intervals Γx. We
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use shorthands P (x) to mean P (Γx) for x ∈ Σ
∗ and P (a) to denote P ({a}) for a∈X = N.
The uniform measure on Σ∞ is denoted by µ(Γx)
def
= 2−‖x‖. (Probabilistic) semi-measures σ are
normalized (σ(1)= 1=−σ(−1)) concave functionals on C(X), non-negative on C(X)+. They
extend beyond C(X) as is usual for internal measures. When X = Σ∞, σ(Γx) ≥ σ(Γx0)+σ(Γx1)
for all x ∈ Σ∗. We use shorthand σ(x) to mean σ(Γx).
Ty(x) is the output of algorithm T (or ⊥ if it does not halt) on input x ∈ Σ∗ and auxiliary
input y ∈ Σ∗∞. T is prefix-free if for all x, s ∈ Σ∗ with s 6= ∅, either Ty(x)= ⊥ or Ty(xs)= ⊥
. We say x ∈ Σ∗ is total for Ty if there is a finite set D ⊂ Σ∗ where
⋃
{Γz : z ∈D}=Ω and
Ty(xz) 6=⊥ for all z ∈ D. We say T is left-total iff for all x, s ∈ Σ∗, Ty(x1s) 6=⊥ implies x0 is
total for Ty. The complexity of x ∈ Σ∗ with respect to Ty is KT (x|y)
def
= inf{‖p‖ : Ty(p) = x}.
There exist optimal forK prefix-free algorithms U , meaning that for all prefix-free algorithms
T , there exists cT ∈N, where KU (x|y) ≤ KT (x|y)+ cT for all x∈Σ∗ and y∈Σ∗∞. For example,
one can take a universal prefix-free algorithm U , where for each prefix-free algorithm T , there
exists t ∈ Σ∗, with Uy(tx) = Ty(x) for all x ∈ Σ
∗ and y ∈ Σ∗∞. We can and will modify U to
be left-total. K(x|y)
def
=KU (x|y) is the Kolmogorov complexity of x ∈ Σ
∗ relative to y ∈ Σ∗∞.
We say x is total relative to y iff it is total for Uy.
The halting sequenceH ∈ Σ∞ is the infinite string whereHi
def
= [U(i) 6=⊥] for all i ∈ N. A real
function f is r.e. (−f is co r.e.) if it is the supremum of an enumerable sequence of computable
functions. The chain rule for Kolmogorov complexity is K(x, y) ≍ K(x) + K(y|〈x,K(x)〉).
The universal probability of a finite set D ⊂ N is m(D|y)
def
=
∑
{z :Uy(z)∈D}
2−‖z‖. We use
shorthand m(x|y) to denote m({x}|y) for x ∈ N. K(x|y) ≍ ‖m(x|y)‖. The mutual information
in finite strings x and y relative to z ∈ Σ∗ is I(x : y | z)
def
= K(x|z) + K(y|z) − K(〈x, y〉|z) ≍
K(x|z)−K(x|〈y,K(y), z〉). The border sequence B ∈ Σ∞ is the unique infinite binary sequence
where all its finite prefixes b ⊑ B have total and non-total extensions. B has the same Turing
degree as H. Figure 1 illustrates the domain of the left total algorithm U .
We say x∈Σ∗ is to the left of y∈Σ∗, xE y, iff x ⊒ y or there exists u ∈ Σ∗ with u0 ⊑ x
and u1 ⊑ y. bb(x|r)
def
= maxyEx Ur(y) if x is total with respect to r, and bb(x|r)
def
=∞, oth-
erwise. bb(x)
def
= bb(x|∅). mp(a)
def
=
∑
{z : zE p, U(z)=a} 2
−‖z‖ for total p∈Σ∗. The deficiency
of randomness of b ∈ N with respect to computable measure P over N and to v ∈ N is
d(b|P, v)
def
= ‖P (b)‖−K(b|v). d(b|P )
def
= d(b|P, 0). The deficiency of randomness for α ∈ Σ∞
with respect to computable measure P over Σ∞ is d(α|P )
def
= supn (‖P (α≤n)‖ −K(α≤n)). The
extension of information to include infinite sequences, with a, b, ω ∈ Σ∗∞ is defined to be
I(a : b |ω)
def
= log
∑
x,y∈Σ∗ m(x|〈ω, a〉)m(y|〈ω, b〉)2
I(x:y|ω). Information follows conservation prop-
erties, with I(f(a) : b |ω) ≺ I(a : b |ω) + K(〈f〉|ω) for computable function f . For c ∈ Σ∗,
I(c;H|ω)
def
=K(c|ω) − K(c|〈ω,H〉). The monotone complexity of a finite prefix-free set G of
finite strings is Km(G)
def
= min{‖p‖ : U(p) ∈ GΣ∗, p∈Σ∗}. For x ∈ Σ∗, we use shorthand
Km(x) to mean Km({x}). M(Γx) is the largest, up to a constant multiplicative factor,
r.e. semi-measure. We use shorthand M(x) to denote M(Γx). For finite prefix-free set
G⊂Σ∗, M(G)
def
=
∑
x∈GM(x). Note that M(G) may differ from M (∪x∈GΓx). KM(G)
def
= 1 −
⌈logM(G)⌉. We use shorthand KM(x) to mean KM({x}).
⊑-sup is the supremum under the partial order of ⊑ on Σ∗∞. A function ν : Σ∗→Σ∗ is prefix-
monotone iff for all p, q ∈ Σ∗, ν(p)⊑ ν(pq). Then ν : Σ∗∞→Σ∗∞ denotes the unique extension of
ν, where ν(p)
def
= ⊑-sup {ν(p≤n) :n≤‖p‖, n∈N} for all p∈Σ∗∞. For each lower-semicomputable
(probabilistic) semi-measure σ over Σ∞, there is a computable prefix-monotone function νσ
such that for all x ∈ Σ∗, ‖σ(x)‖ ≍ ‖µ{α :x ⊑ νσ(α), α∈Σ∞}‖. Thus KM(x)≍‖µ{α :x ⊑
νM(α), α∈Σ∞}‖.
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Figure 1: A conceptual diagram of the domain of the universal left-total algorithm U .
The border, B ∈ Σ∞ is the unique sequence such that all its finite prefixes b ⊑ B have
total and non-total extensions. For all such b, ‖b‖ ≺ K(b) . I(b;H). B has the same
Turing degree as H. If x0 ⊑ B, for x ∈ Σ∗, then U(x1y) =⊥ for all y ∈ Σ∗. In the
diagram above, the strings 0v0 and 0v1 are halting programs, with U(0v0) 6=⊥ and
U(0v1) 6=⊥. Therefore, 0v is a total string.
4 Samples have Outliers
The following lemma shows every non-exotic natural number b is the typical member of a
simple probability space. A conceptual diagram of the terms used in lemma 1 can be seen
in figure 2. This paper uses the following slice of Kolmogorov’s structure function, with
Λ(b|y)
def
= min{Uy(v)=Q∈P(N),‖supp(Q)‖<∞} ‖v‖+3‖d(b|Q, 〈v, y〉)‖.
Lemma 1 ([EL11]) For a∈N, Λ(a) . I(a;H).
Proof. Let U(uw) = a, with ‖uw‖ = K(a), u be total and u− be not. Let Q ∈ P(N)
with Q(b)
def
=
∑
p:U(up)=b 2
−‖p‖. Thus ‖Q(a)‖ ≍ ‖w‖ and ‖supp(Q)‖ < ∞ by compactness
arguments. Let U(v) = Q, with ‖v‖ = K(Q) ≺ ‖u‖+K(‖u‖). Furthermore ‖u‖+ ‖w‖ = K(a)
≺ K(a|v) +K(v) ≺ K(a|v) + ‖u‖+K(‖u‖) implies ‖w‖ −K(‖u‖) ≺ K(a|v). Thus d(a|Q, v) =
‖Q(a)‖−K(a|v) ≺ K(‖u‖). Thus Λ(a) ≤ K(Q)+3‖d(a|Q, v)‖ ≤ ‖u‖+K(‖u‖)+O(‖K(‖u‖)‖).
‖u‖. Since U is left total, u can be computed from H and ‖u‖. So K(u|H) ≺ K(‖u‖). Thus
K(a|H) ≺ K(‖u‖) + ‖w‖ implies I(a;H) = K(a)−K(a|H) ≻ ‖u‖ −K(‖u‖) & Λ(a). 
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Figure 2: A conceptual diagram of the terms used in lemma 1. Since u = 01100 is
total and u− is not, u− is a prefix of the border sequence B. w = 10 with U(uw) =
U(0110010) = a. Assuming all halting extensions ux of u produce a unique output
U(ux), in this instance, |supp(Q)| = 5, and Q(a) = 2−‖w‖ = 1/4.
Lemma 2 Let computable W :N→R>0, η:N→R>0 have
∑
a∈NW (a)η(a) ≤ 1. If finite set D⊂N
has
∑
a∈D η(a) ≥ 1, then K(a) ≺ − logW (a) + Λ(D) for some a∈D.
Proof. Let v, Q
def
= U(v) minimize Λ(D) and d
def
= |d(D|Q, v)|. We condition Q on the
largest set X ⊆ supp(Q) containing solely R⊂N with
∑
a∈R η(a)≥ 1 and maxa∈R 2η(a)(c+d) ≤
1, for some constant c to be determined later. D∈X , otherwise there exists a∈D with
− log η(a)≺ log d.
∑
a∈NW (a)(η) ≤ 1 implies K(a)≺− log (W (a)η(a)) ≺− log (W (a)/d) ≍ −
logW (a)+ ‖d‖≺ − logW (a)+ 3‖d‖ + ‖v‖= − logW (a)+Λ(D).
S
def
=
⋃
X . Let tG :X →R≥0, where for each G⊆S, tG(R)
def
= 0 if G∩R 6= ∅ and tG(R)
def
= ec+d,
otherwise. Let δ be a random subset of S, with elements a chosen independently with probability
2η(a)(c + d). So we have Eδ[Q(tδ)] =
∑
R∈X Q(R)Eδ[tδ(R)] =
∑
R∈X Q(R)Pr (δ ∩R = ∅) e
c+d
=
∑
R∈X Q(R)
∏
a∈R(1−2η(a)(c+d))e
c+d. Using (1−m)em ≤ 1 form∈ [0, 1] we get the inequal-
ity Eδ[Q(tδ)] ≤
∑
R∈X Q(R)
∏
a∈R e
−2η(a)(c+d)ec+d =
∑
R∈X Q(R) exp{(1−2
∑
a∈R η(a))(c+d)}
≤
∑
R∈X Q(R)e
−(c+d) ≤
∑
R∈X Q(R)/e <0.5. And Eδ[Q(tδ)]< 0.5 implies Pr(Q(tδ)≤1)> 0.5.
We use measures PG ∈M (N)+, indexed by G⊆S, where PG(a)
def
= [a∈G]W (a)/4(c+ d).
So this gives us Eδ[Pδ(N)] =
∑
a∈S Pr(a∈ δ)W (a)/4(c+ d) =
∑
a∈S 0.5W (a)η(a) ≤ 0.5.
So Pr(Pδ(N) ≤ 1) ≥ 0.5, and since Pr(Q(tδ)≤1)> 0.5, there exists G⊆S with Q(tG) ≤
1 and PG(N) ≤ 1. Such G can be found with brute force search given c, d, and v, so
K(G|〈c, d, v〉)=O(1).
For each a∈G, K(a|〈d,G〉)≺− logPG(a)≍− logW (a)+ ‖d‖. It must be that G ∩ D 6= ∅.
Assume it is not. Then tG(D) = e
d+c; Since tG is a Q-test, Q({R : tG(R) = ed+c}) ≤ e−d−c.
Thus every R with tG(R) = e
d+c can be identified using c, d, G, v, and a prefix-free code
of size ≍ ‖Q(R)‖ − ‖ed+c‖. Therefore K(D|〈c, d,G, v〉) ≺ ‖Q(D)‖ − (lg e)(c + d). Thus, for
proper choice of c solely dependent on U , d = |d(D|Q, v)| ≥ ‖Q(D)‖ − K(D|v) ≥ ‖Q(D)‖ −
K(D |〈c, d,G, v〉)−K(G|〈c, d, v〉)−K(〈c, d〉|v)−O(1) ≥ (lg e)(c+ d)−K(c)−K(d)−O(1) > d.
This contradiction proves G ∩D 6= ∅.
So there exists a∈D∩G with K(a) ≺ K(a|〈d,G〉)+K(G|〈d, v〉)+K(〈d, v〉) ≺ − logW (a)+
‖d‖+K(G|〈d, v〉)+K(〈d, v〉) ≺ − logW (a)+‖d‖+K(〈d, v〉) ≺ − logW (a)+‖d‖+K(d)+K(v) ≺
− logW (a) + Λ(D). 
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Proposition 1 If b ∈ Σ∗ is total and b− is not, and x ∈ Σ∗,
then ‖b‖ ≺ K(b) and K(b) + I(x;H|b) . I(x ;H) +K(b|〈x, ‖b‖〉).
As U is left total, b is computable from ‖b‖ and H. So K(b|H) ≺ K(‖b‖). The list D of
integers of complexity <‖b‖ is computable from b. So K(n|b) = O(1) for n
def
= min{N\D} implies
‖b‖ ≤ K(n) ≺ K(n, b) ≺ K(n|b) +K(b) ≍ K(b).
The chain rule K(b)+K(x|b,K(b)) ≍ K(x)+K(b|x,K(x)) implies K(b)+K(x|b) ≺ K(x)+
K(b|x)+K(K(b)). NowK(b)+K(x|b)−K(x|〈b,H〉) ≺ K(x)+K(b|x)+K(K(b))−K(x|〈b,H〉) ≺
K(x)+K(b|x)+K(K(b))−K(x|H)+K(b|H) = I(x;H)+K(b|x)+K(K(b))+K(b|H) ≤ I(x;H)+
K(b|x) + O(log ‖b‖) ≤ I(x;H) + K(b|〈x, ‖b‖〉) + K(‖b‖) + O(log ‖b‖). So K(b) + I(x;H|b) .
I(x;H) +K(b|〈x, ‖b‖〉). 
Theorem 1 Given r.e. F : N→ N>0, for all finite sets D ⊂ N,
s
def
= ⌈log
∑
a∈D F (a)m(a)⌉ − 1≤ logmaxa∈D(F (a)m(a)) + I(D;H) +O(K(s) + ‖I(D;H)‖).
Proof. Let F be the supremum of an enumerable sequence Fi of non-negative computable
functions. Let b be the shortest total string with
∑
a∈D FN (a)m
b(a) > 2s, whereN
def
= bb(b). Let
hx
def
= I(D;H|x). Let W (a)
def
= 2s/FN (a) and η(a)
def
= 2−sFN (a)m
b(a), where K(〈W, η〉|〈b, s〉) =
O(1). Lemma 2 relativized to 〈b, s〉, gives a∈D with K(a|〈b, s〉) ≺ − logW (a) + Λ(D|〈b, s〉) =
logFN (a)−s+Λ(D|〈b, s〉). Due to lemma 1, K(a|〈b, s〉) ≤ logF (a)−s+h〈b,s〉+O(log h〈b,s〉). So
s ≤ logF (a)−K(a)+K(〈b, s〉)+h〈b,s〉+O(log h〈b,s〉) ≤ log(F (a)m(a))+K(b)+hb+O(K(s)+
log hb). By proposition 1, K(b)+ hb . h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉). Therefore s ≤ log(F (a)m(a))+ h∅+
K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉)+O(K(s)+log(h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉))). K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉) ≺ K(s). So s ≤ logF (a)m(a)+
h∅ +O(K(s) + log h∅). 
Corollary 1 ([EL11]) For any finite set D ⊂ N,
mina∈DK(a) ≤ ‖m(D)‖+ I(D ;H) +O(K(‖m(D)‖) + ‖I(D ;H)‖).
Corollary 2 Given computable P ∈ P(N), for any finite set D ⊆ N,
log
∑
a∈D 2
d(a|P ) . maxa∈D(d(a|P ))+ I(D ;H).
Theorem 2 ([EHH11])
Given computable P ∈ P(Σ∞), for any compact set Z ⊆ Σ∞, if s< log
∑
α∈Z 2
d(α|P ),
then s ≤ supα∈Z(d(α|P ))+ I(Z<∞ :H) +O(K(s) + ‖I(Z<∞ :H)‖).
Proof. For x∈Σ∗, db(x|P )
def
= maxy⊑x(log(m
b(y)/P (y))). Let b be the shortest total string
with
∑
x∈Z≤N
2d
b(x|P )>2s, whereN
def
= bb(b). We letW (x)
def
= 2sP (x), η(x)
def
= 2d
b(x|P )−s[x∈ΣN ].
D
def
= Z≤N . So K(〈W, η〉|〈b, s〉) = O(1),
∑
x∈D η(x) ≥ 1, and in addition
∑
x∈Σ∗ W (x)η(x) =∑
x∈ΣN P (x)2
d
b(x|P ) =
∫
α
2d
b(α≤N |P )dP (α) ≤
∫
α
2d(α≤N |P )dP (α)≤
∫
α
2d(α|P )dP (α)≤1.
Lemma 2, relativized to 〈b, s〉, gives x∈D with K(x|〈b, s〉) ≺ − logW (x) + Λ(D|〈b, s〉) =
‖P (x)‖ − s + Λ(D|〈b, s〉). Let hx
def
= I(D ;H|x). Due to lemma 1, K(x|〈b, s〉) ≤ −s+ ‖P (x)‖ +
h〈b,s〉+O(log h〈b,s〉). So s ≤ log(m(x)/P (x)) +K(b) +hb+O(K(s) + log hb). By proposition 1,
K(b)+hb . h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉). Therefore s ≤ log(m(x)/P (x))+h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉)+O(K(s)+
log(h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉))). Since D ⊆ Σ
bb(b), K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉)=O(1). Hence s ≤ log(m(x)/P (x))+
h∅+O(K(s)+log h∅). Due to proposition 1, ‖b‖.h∅+K(b|〈D, ‖b‖〉). So ‖b‖ . h∅. K(D|Z<∞) ≺
K(〈‖b‖, s〉), as D is computable from Z<∞, ‖b‖, and s. By the definition of the extension
of mutual information to infinite sequences, K(D) − K(D|H) − K(D|Z<∞) ≤ I(Z<∞ : H).
h∅ ≺ I(Z<∞ :H) + K(D|Z<∞) ≺ I(Z<∞ :H) + K(〈‖b‖, s〉) . I(Z<∞ :H) + K(s) + ‖h∅‖. So
h∅ . I(Z<∞ :H) +K(s). So s ≤ log(m(x)/P (x)) + h∅ + O(K(s) + ‖h∅‖) ≤ supα∈Z(d(α|P )) +
I(Z<∞ :H) +O(K(s) + ‖I(Z<∞ :H)‖). 
Corollary 3 Given computable P ∈ P(Σ∞), for any compact set Z ⊆ Σ∞,
log
∑
α∈Z 2
d(α|P ) . supα∈Z(d(α|P ))+ I(Z<∞ :H).
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5 Complexity of Classification
In machine learning, classification is the problem of inferring an unknown predicate Υ over N
using training information. The training data is γ, a predicate with a finite domain and with
γ(i) = Υ(i) for all i ∈ Dom(γ). Learning algorithms use γ to compute a complete predicate
(hypothesis) h over N that approximates the hidden concept Υ. With certain probabilistic
assumptions, learning algorithms that produce hypotheses h ⊇ γ of low Kolmogorov complexity
are likely to approximate Υ well [BEHW89].
For each i ∈ N, there exists a predicate ξi with a domain of two 2i-bit integers and with
no complete extension of complexity <i. Corollary 4 shows such predicates ξi are exotic. For
non-exotic predicates γ, the smallest encoding length of an extension h⊇ γ is close to the size
of the domain of γ.
Theorem 3 For any finite prefix-free set G of strings,
Km(G)≤KM(G)+ I(G ;H)+O(K(KM(G))+‖I(G ;H)‖).
Proof. Let i
def
=KM(G) and N ′ be the smallest number with > 2−i fraction D′ ⊆ ΣN
′
of
inputs x such that νM(x)∈GΣ∗. Let b be the shortest total string with N
def
= bb(b)≥N ′. Let
D′′=ΣN ∩ ν−1
M
(GΣ∗). K(D′′ |〈G, b〉)=O(1). LetW ((x, J))
def
= 2−i and η((x, J)) = 2i−N [x∈ΣN ],
where K(〈W, η〉|〈b, i〉) = O(1). Let D
def
= D′′×{〈G〉}. Lemma 2, relativized to 〈b, i〉, gives
a = (x, 〈G〉)∈D with K(x|〈b, i〉) ≺ − logW ((x, 〈G〉)) + Λ(D|〈b, i〉) = i + Λ(D|〈b, i〉). Due to
lemma 1, K(x|〈b, i〉) ≤ i+ I(D ;H|〈b, i〉) +O(log I(D ;H|〈b, i〉)). Let hx
def
= I(G;H|x).
K(G|〈b,D, i〉) ≍ K(D|〈b,G, i〉) = O(1). So K(x|〈b, i〉) ≤ i+ h〈b,i〉+O(log h〈b,i〉). So K(x) ≤
i + K(b) + hb + O(K(i) + log hb). By proposition 1, K(b) + hb . h∅ + K(b|〈G, ‖b‖〉). Hence
K(x) ≤ i + h∅ + K(b|〈G, ‖b‖〉) + O(K(i) + log(h∅ + K(b|〈G, ‖b‖〉))). K(b|〈G, ‖b‖〉) ≺ K(i).
This means K(x) ≤ i + h∅ + O(K(i) + log h∅). Km(G) ≺ K(x) because νM(x)∈GΣ
∗. So
Km(G) ≤ i+ h∅ +O(K(i) + log h∅). 
Corollary 4 For predicate γ over Dom(γ)⊂N, minh⊇ γ K(h). ‖Dom(γ)‖+I(γ;H).
Proof. Let G be a set of strings x with ‖x‖ = max{i∈Dom(γ)} and x ⊇ γ. Thus µ(G) =
2−‖γ‖. Theorem 3, applied to G, gives h∈GΣ∗ where K(h) . KM(G) + I(G;H) ≺ ‖µ(G)‖ +
I(γ;H) = ‖Dom(γ)‖+ I(γ;H). 
The predicate h constructed in the above proof has a finite domain. Also, corollary 4 is
tight, as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 4 For all d, i∈N \ {0, 1, 2}, there is a predicate γ where (1) ‖Dom(γ)‖= d, (2)
I(γ;H) = i±O(log(di)), and (3) minh⊇γ K(h) ∼ d+ i.
Proof. Let r be a d− 3 bit random string such that I(r;H) ≤ log(di). Let p be the right-
most total i-bit string with respect to r. So I(p;H|r)∼ i. There exists a predicate ξ such
that min h⊇ ξK(h|r)= i ± O(log(di)) and K(ξ|〈p, r〉) + K(p|〈r, ξ〉) = O(log(di)). Indeed, let
A⊂{0, 1,⊥}k, k = 32
i
+d, be the set of initial segments of all predicates γ of complexity
K(γ|r)≤ i−K(〈d, i〉|r) − c, where c is a constant solely dependent on the universal algorithm
Ur. A can be computed from 〈d, i, p〉. Since ‖A‖< 2i, there exists distinct s, t∈ [d, 32
i
+d] such
that xs=xt for all x∈A. Therefore the predicate ξ
def
= {(bb(p|r), 0), (s, 0), (t, 1)} satisfies the
properties stated above. γ
def
= r∪ ξ. The property (1) follows because ‖Dom(γ)‖= d.
Property (2) follows because I(γ ;H) ≍ I(〈r, ξ〉;H) = K(〈r, ξ〉) − K(〈r, ξ〉|H) = K(r) +
K(ξ|r)−K(ξ|〈r,H〉)−K(r|H)±O(log d) = I(r;H)+I(ξ;H|r)±O(log d) = I(r;H)+I(p;H|r)±
O(log(di)) = i±O(log(di)).
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Property (3) holds as well. Indeed, let h
def
= argmin h′⊇ γ K(h
′). By the chain rule, K(r) +
K(h|〈r,K(r)〉) ≍ K(h)+K(r|〈h,K(h)〉). SoK(r)+K(h|r)−K(r|h) ≤ K(h)+O(K(K(h),K(r))) .
K(h) + O(log d). K(r|h) ≺ K(d) since r⊆h, and K(h|r) ≥ i − O(log(di)) since ξ⊆h. Thus
K(r) + i . K(h) + O(log(di)). Therefore d + i . K(h). In addition, K(γ) ≺ K(〈ξ, i, r〉) ≍
K(〈p, r〉) . d+ i and γ ⊆ γ. So minh⊇γ K(h) ∼ d+ i. 
6 Uncomputability of K
Corollary 5 shows that an encoding of any 2n unique pairs 〈b,K(b)〉 has more than ∼n bits of
mutual information with the halting sequence H. So all such large sets are exotic.
Theorem 5 For any finite set T of natural numbers and L :T →N,
s
def
= ⌊log ‖T ‖⌋≤ 2maxa∈T (|L(a)−K(a)|) + I(L ;H)+O(K(s)+ ‖I(L ;H)‖).
Proof. Let j
def
= maxa∈T |L(a) + ⌈logm(a)⌉|. Note K(a) ≍ − logm(a). Let b be the shortest
total string with maxa∈T |L(a) + ⌈logmb(a)⌉ | ≤ j. So for all a∈T , ‖mb(a)‖ −K(a) ≺ 2j. Let
D
def
= T × {〈L〉}, η((a, j)) = 2−s, and W ((a, j))
def
= 2smb(a).
K(〈W, η〉|〈b, s〉)
def
= O(1). Lemma 2, relativized to 〈b, s〉 gives (a, 〈L〉) ∈ D whereK(a|〈b, s〉) ≺
− logmb(a) − s + Λ(D|〈b, s〉). So s ≺ − logmb(a) −K(a|〈b, s〉) + Λ(D|〈b, s〉) ≺ − logmb(a) −
K(a) +K(〈b, s〉) + Λ(D|〈b, s〉) ≍ log(m(a)/mb(a)) +K(〈b, s〉) + Λ(D|〈b, s〉) ≤ 2j +K(〈b, s〉) +
Λ(D|〈b, s〉). Due to lemma 1, s ≤ 2j + K(〈b, s〉) + I(D;H|〈b, s〉) + O(log I(D;H|〈b, s〉)). Let
hx
def
= I(L;H|x).
SinceK(D|L) ≍ K(L|D) = O(1), s ≤ 2j+K(〈b, s〉)+h〈b,s〉+O(log h〈b,s〉). So s ≤ 2j+K(b)+
hb + O(K(s) + log hb). Due to proposition 1, K(b) + hb . h∅ +K(b|〈L, ‖b‖〉). K(b|〈L, ‖b‖〉) ≺
K(j). So K(b) + hb . h∅ + K(j). s ≤ 2j+ h∅+O(K(s)+K(j)+ log h∅). Assuming s> 2j,
we have K(s − 2j) ≤ O(‖s − 2j‖) ≤ O(‖K(s) +K(j) + h∅‖). So K(j) ≺ K(s) +K(s− 2j) ≤
O(K(s) + ‖K(j)+h∅‖). Therefore K(j) ≤ O(K(s) + ‖h∅‖). So s≤ 2j+ h∅+O(K(s)+ ‖h∅‖).

Corollary 5 Any set X ⊂ Σ∗ of 2n unique pairs 〈b,K(b)〉 has n . I(X ;H).
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